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of the type of g 2 (^, v) and gs (u, v) . It would be such theorems which would allow us to arrive at the statements contained in the footnote appended to Theorem IV and elsewhere.
In the proofs of Theorems V and VI, use was made of a "consistency theorem" to the effect that if a double series is summable (C, r, s) , it is also summable (C, r', s'),r'^r, s'^s, and to the same sum as formerly. This result is contained in Theorem I' of a paper by the author concerning the summability of double series of a certain type, which will appear in an early issue of the Annals of Mathematics. having M r for the determinant of its coefficients, and let there be derived therefrom quantics of degree p r giving values of all possible monomials in these n r new variables of that degree. There will be
such new monomials, and an equal number of the old will be involved in these quantics. Now consider this to be but one, namely the rth. of a set of 5 such substitutions, each in its own set of variables of arbitrary (generally different) number n r , similarly treated. Each new monomial of each of the 5 sets is now to be used, one only from each set, as a factor in a continued product which contains such factors.
It is now proposed to examine a direct method for finding the algebraic composition of the determinant M of the coefficients of the quantics so constructed, when placed in an array similarly ordered in the composition of the monomials of the new and old quantities. It is evident that this condition of similar ordering is sufficient to ensure the same value of M for any change in the order, since it effects the same permutation of the rows as of the columns.
The result of this examination will be found to be that
It is desirable to agree first for descriptive purposes on some rule of order more definite than the mere essential condition of similar order. Let the factor-groups of new variables from all other substitutions than the rth, combined, appearing associated with factor-groups from the rth on the left side of the equations be assigned an arbitrary order which is likewise applied to the corresponding factor-groups of old variables on the right.
There will then be
Jr r=l such factor-groups. Now let the value be supposed written out of the product of each of the f r primed monomials of the rth group (taken in an assigned order) with the first of the other factor-groups; then the products of each of them in the same order with the second of the q r other factorgroups, and so on. For convenience each set of f r rows of the coefficients so obtained may be called a block. There will thus be q r blocks.
The order of the columns of coefficients is fixed by that of the associated monomials of the old variables and is determined by application of the rule of similar order. Thus there will be blocks running horizontally as well as vertically in each of which the same order for rih substitution variables will apply.
For convenience, let anything referring to variables or coefficients connected with the fth substitution be called 'Vth stage." Considering now details of the rth stage coefficients within individual blocks horizontally and vertically, and the associated variables of that stage, and ignoring the factors from the other stages which are present, we proceed as follows:
There is a row in each block giving the value of a new term in which the factor n tiiY'« occurs. The ordinal number of this row in the block has been fixed in an assigned manner by the exponents of the system (//1, tr2y ' --, trn r )i admitting zero values. The column in which the coefficient of the old term in which the factor n r n o**)* occurs has accordingly been fixed by the same rule of order by the exponents of the system (t r i, t r 2, • • * , tm r ) a l so admitting zero values. Suppose now we examine the effect of the operator on M, the determinant under study, in case (1), /=j, and in case (2), l^j. If a determinant some of whose elements are functions of a variable be differentiated with regard to tiiat variable the result is the sum of the products of the derivative of each element into the corresponding unchanged co-factor. Consequently an operator of the above form acting on a determinant gives the sum of the products of the result of its application to each element into the corresponding unchanged co-factor. Now these products may be grouped by rows, each row of the results of operation being associated with all the other rows unchanged, and thus a total of as many determinants as the order of the determinant may be so formed.
First consider, however, (1), (/=j), this quantic is converted into tri times itself by the operation (as in Euler's Theorem), while in case (2), (l^j) y it is converted into t r j times the quantic of another row, identifiable by the system of exponents in which t r i and t r j are respectively replaced by /rj + 1 and tr j -• 1. The case trj =0 requires special consideration. In this case the a r j% not being present, the result of the operation both for l=j and l^j is zero. Hence every coefficient in a given row is, for t r j = 0, in both cases converted into zero, and for t f r j ^0, is converted either into //,• times itself, case (1): or, case (2), into t r j times the coefficient in the same column in another row identifiable as described above.
In case (2), since the operation yields either zero for each coefficient or else a constant multiple of the corresponding coefficient of another row, the value of each determinant so produced will be zero. That is That is, the n? quantities a n -i occur in log M in such a manner that when u r log M r involving these n} quantities only has been subtracted from it they have all disappeared from it, and the remainder consists therefore only of an unaltered function of the coefficients of the other stages. Taking account also of the fact that the simplest possible substitutions corresponding to unity along all principal diagonals and zero elsewhere would give a similar form to the determinant yielding M, and thus give ikf r = l, (r = l, 2, • • • , s) and M=l, we conclude that 
